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Background
First exposure studies are useful to investigate 3 things:
• role of input in L2 acquisition, including frequency of exposure
• transfer of L1 processing biases (in e.g., segmentation, sound form-

morpheme mappings, sound form-meaning mappings)
• transfer of L1 lexical representations (word recognition & lexical 

activation)
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First exposure & segmentation
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Several studies of segmentation show little exposure to novel stimuli is 
needed to carve out discrete sound forms & map them to visually available 
referents (Gullberg et al. 2010; Carroll 2014).

Not much exposure can lead to long-term representations (Carroll 2012, 
2014).
à Fast mapping is robust even on first exposure

Segmental similarities between stimuli & L1 words (“cognates”) lead to 
robust L1 lexical activation right from first exposure. (Carroll 2012; Rast & 
Dommergues 2003)



First exposure & morpheme-learning
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More recent work has asked how learners identify recurrent sound 
forms as morphemes (Carroll & Widjaja 2013; Hinz et al. 2013; Rast et 
al. 2014).

This research can be viewed as exploration of distributional analysis and 
categorization as, e.g., unit of sound (Affix or Clitic), and/or as discovery 
of mappings from prosody to morpho-syntax:  

Affix à Past Tense 
Affix à Plural

Raising interesting questions about origins of such mappings.



Mappings to meanings
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Other studies have examined mappings from sound forms to meanings 

(Carroll & Hracs 2017, accepted).

Specifically, they examine how meanings of nouns come to cue presence 

of contingently present functional category (= classifiers), which then 

become predictors of ontological category of novel nouns.

… classifier  Noun   

Ontological category of noun (e.g. INDIVIDUAL) or visual attributes of 

THINGS (ROUND, LARGE) must be visually accessible to “cue” function 

of classifier.

• Can any combination of meanings be mapped to classifiers?



This study
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Fundamental contrast in all languages between nominal expressions & 
predicates.

• Nominal expressions (= “nouny” words) typically defined as words that 
denote persons or things. Typically used in naming functions; are typically 
arguments of predicates.

• Predicate expressions typically defined as words that denote actions, 
attributes or properties. These must be completed by arguments.



Subclasses of nominals
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Nominal expressions can often be subdivided according to types of entities 
named & morpho-syntax may vary accordingly:
• Proper names, e.g., John is tall vs. My brother is tall/*Brother is tall
• Nouns denoting classes of bounded entities (“count” nouns), e.g., I like comfy 

chairs/*I like comfy chair
• Nouns denoting substances (“mass” nouns), e.g., I don’t like peanut butter
• Nouns denoting sets of disparate things (AGGREGATE-denoting nouns), e.g., I 

like footwear that fits/*footwears that fit/shoes that fit/*shoe that fits

No simple mapping between meanings & syntactic distribution in English. 



Syntactic distribution in English
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“!” indicates case is ungrammatical

Similar complexities show up in other languages. 

Semantic type Determiner obligatory
In singular Plural possible

Person proper name X √

Class name √ √

Substance X !

Aggregate X !



Problem of indeterminacy of input
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Everyone assumes that in early stages of learning, “meanings” 
abstracted from non-linguistic (here visual) stimuli aid learners to map to 
sound forms.  These meaning-sound form mappings are crucial to 
learning morpho-syntactic distinctions.

However, visual stimuli are potentially ambiguous or vague.



Learning problem
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When we look at a picture of a scene, we will process some things as
• Foreground, others as 
• Background
We may individuate certain stimuli as THINGS or INDIVIDUALS (= entity
with a social identity) or as SUBSTANCES (stuff THINGS are made of).
We can, if we choose, attend to INALIENABLE PARTS OF 
THINGS/INDIVIDUALS or ALIENABLE THINGS VISUALLY CONNECTED 
TO THINGS/INDIVIDUALS. 

Fact is: It is usually language that tells us what perspective to take (Landau 
& Gleitman 2015).



Assumptions about visual processing
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Following Jackendoff (2010: 657), we assume that highest level of visual
processing results in Spatial Structures which are “quasi-geometric or 
topological in kind” (as opposed to the algebraic nature of Conceptual 
Structures).

SHAPEs and SIZEs can be encoded in Spatial Structures, but in Jackendoff’s
theory (Jackendoff 1991), these things must be “cashed out” in Conceptual 
Structures in terms of conceptual features & functions designed to capture & 
explain similarities & distinctions between: mass/count contrast, plurality, partitive 
construction ("a leg of the table"), the Constitutive Construction ("a house of 
wood"), the Universal Packager ("three coffees"), boundary words ("edge", "end", 
"crust"). 



Assumptions about syntax-CS mappings
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PLURAL is a monadic semantic function that maps a bounded entity into 
an unbounded multiplicities of entities of the same basic level category. 
(Jackendoff 1991: 18).
• This is what differentiates PLURAL from AGGREGATEs and SUBSTANCE-denoting 

nouns.  
• AGGREGATEs are composed of sets of THINGs from different basic level categories 

(PLATE, CUP, BOWL) while SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns do not individuate.
Jackendoff proposes a feature [+/- bounded] for THING/INDIVIDUAL 
versus SUBSTANCE distinction. 
Jackendoff proposes a feature [+/- internal structure] to differentiate 
groups (e.g., team, committee) from AGGREGATE-denoting nouns.



Research questions
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These distinctions are where learner must end up. But how do we start 
mapping these concepts to words when we don’t yet know the language?
Are there initial biases?
• If we assume that conceptual features & categories are universal, can we 

assume they are available from first moments of exposure to L2? Or will 
learners be biased to learn THING-denoting nouns < SUBSTANCE-denoting 
nouns?

• Can we guide attention to conceptual distinctions through inspection of visual 
stimuli?

• Can we make use of visual highlighting + cultural knowledge as to what that 
highlighting might “mean”? 

What role does frequency of exposure play?



Methodology: Noun learning
• Training trials

• 24 sentence-image pairs presented in random order
• 24 target nouns, 4 semantic types: 6 THING-denoting nouns, 6 

INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns, 6 AGGREGATE-denoting nouns, 6 
SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns 

• Since position in utterance known to affect segmentation (Shoemaker & 
Rast 2013), we used 3 different sentence frames by position: target noun 
in initial, medial, or final position; balanced across semantic types

• Participants asked to look at image presented on screen and listen to Lab-
Persian sentence presented auditorily
• task is to learn names of items in pictures
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• Test trials

• 24 question-image pairs presented in random order

• images identical to those used in the training trials

• Participants asked to look at image presented on screen and listen to 

Lab-Persian forced-choice question presented auditorily

• Target nouns = those presented in training trials; foils = mix of 12 familiar 

nouns (chosen from the target nouns) and 12 novel nouns

• Participants press a key on computer keyboard corresponding to their 

choice using spatial metaphor (first possible choice = left key; second 

possible choice = right key)

• If participants score less than 100%, training trial + test trial cycle 

repeats; participants are given 10 chances to score 100% (criterion)
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Measures
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• Accuracy scores on Training Trial1 (initial exposure)

• Reaction times (processing time) on Training Trial1

• Number of training trials (exposures) needed to learn to criterion



Stimuli
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Training trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

Test trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

Stimuli

18

Training trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

Test trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

/bærf ɑn-dʒɑ æst/
snow that-place   is
‘Snow is there.’

/ɑjɑ in     bærf æst jɑ kɑʃok/
whether  this  snow  is     or  spoon
‘Is this snow or spoon?’

Stimuli

18

Training trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

Test trial (e.g. SUBSTANCE)
Target noun = snow

/bærf ɑn-dʒɑ æst/
snow that-place   is
‘Snow is there.’

/ɑjɑ in     bærf æst jɑ kɑʃok/
whether  this  snow  is     or  spoon
‘Is this snow or spoon?’



Participants

• 22 Anglophones recruited at the University of Calgary campus 

• Age: mean = 21.55, range = 18-39

• Sex: 18 participants identified as female, 4 participants identified as 
male
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Results: Trial 1 accuracy scores
• Due to the correlated nature of these data, a Generalized Estimating 

Equations (GEE) was used to determine if semantic type (i.e. 
AGGREGATE, INDIVIDUAL, SUBSTANCE, or THING) was a 
significant predictor of response accuracy on initial trials

B = 0.240, SE = 0.004, χ2(3) = 1.74, p = .630

à semantic type is not a significant predictor of response accuracy on 
the initial trial
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• Estimated Marginal Means (EMMs) and Standard Error (SE) for 
accuracy scores:
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Semantic 
Type EMM Percent 

Accuracy SE

AGGREGATE 0.5682 56.82 0.0333
INDIVIDUAL 0.5758 57.58 0.0511
SUBSTANCE 0.6364 63.64 0.0410

THING 0.5985 59.85 0.0396



Results: Trial 1 reaction time
• A GEE was used to determine if semantic type (i.e. AGGREGATE, 

INDIVIDUAL, SUBSTANCE, or THING) was a significant predictor of 
reaction time on initial trials

B = 0.505, SE = 0.055, χ2(3) = 17.1, p < .001

→ semantic type is a significant predictor of reaction time for initial     
trials
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• EMMs and SEs for reaction time (in seconds):
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Semantic 
Type EMM SE

AGGREGATE 3.63 0.0992
INDIVIDUAL 3.38 0.0878
SUBSTANCE 3.35 0.0925

THING 3.30 0.1092



Results: Trials to criterion
• A GEE was used to determine if semantic type (i.e. AGGREGATE, 

INDIVIDUAL, SUBSTANCE, or THING) was a significant predictor of 
the number of trials needed for participants to reach criterion

B = 2.375, SE = 0.192, χ2(3) = 10.5, p = 0.015

à semantic type is a significant predictor of number of trials needed      
to reach criterion
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• EMMs and SEs for number of trials to criterion:
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Semantic 
Type EMM SE

AGGREGATE 2.629 0.1561
INDIVIDUAL 2.053 0.1062
SUBSTANCE 2.280 0.1327

THING 2.083 0.1368

à More trials needed for AGGREGATE-denoting nouns



Research questions
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How do we start mapping these concepts to words when we don’t yet 
know the language?

Are there initial biases?
• If we assume that conceptual features & categories are universal, can we 

assume they are available from first moments of exposure to L2? Or will 
learners be biased to learn THING-denoting nouns < SUBSTANCE-denoting 
nouns?

• Can we guide attention to conceptual distinctions through inspection of visual 
stimuli?

• Can we make use of visual highlighting + cultural knowledge as to what that 
highlighting might “mean”? 

What role does frequency of exposure play?



Answers
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All sub-types of nominal expressions could be learnt & on basis of not
much exposure (c. 3 training trials)
• Note, however, that accuracy on Training Trial1 was not high (between 59% & 

63%)
• Contrary to expectation, accuracy on THING-denoting nouns ([+bounded]) was 

not greater than accuracy on SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns

Does visual highlighting (with arrows) appear to work? Yes.
• This is a standard aspect of much testing & instructional materials, but it is nice 

to have it confirmed

Frequency depends on semantic class. AGGREGATES appear to be 
harder to learn than other 3 semantic types.



Why might that be so?
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Processing visual stimuli
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Training and test trial (e.g. THING)
Target noun = bowl

Training and test trial (e.g. AGGREGATE)
Target noun = dishes



Processing visual stimuli

• Arrows are pointing to target stimuli items; visual processing forces 
participants to individuate

• Visual processing alone can give you bowl, but AGGREGATES like dishes on 
the other hand are potentially ambiguous

• Note that this picture can subserve list interpretation: plate and bowl and cup, or 
AGGREGATE-denoting single noun

• If learner hears previously heard Lab-Persian sound forms for PLATE, BOWL, CUP, 
they will cognize that a list interpretation is required. Fact that single novel sound 
form is presented leads us to ask:

• Do learners need to have acquired the vocabulary for the individuated items 
first in order to exclude hypothesis that Lab-Persian [zo.ruf] can mean ‘bowl’ or 
‘plate’ or ‘cup’?

à AGGREGATES might have to be logically acquired after names for  basic        
level categories independently of frequency of words in input
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Summary & Discussion
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Although inspection of pictures led us to hypothesize that expressions
bearing features [+bounded] would be easier to locate in visual stimuli,
this hypothesis was not borne out. SUBSTANCE-denoting nouns were as 
easy to learn THING- and INDIVIDUAL-denoting nouns.

Semantic class not a predictor of accuracy on Training Trial1.
Semantic class was a predictor of response time on Training Trial1.
Semantic class was a predictor of number of training trials to learn to 
criterion. 
à AGGREGATE-denoting nouns appear to be harder to process visually.

We speculate that learning a single noun to denote multiple objects          
might presuppose prior learning of nouns for basic level categories.



Summary & Discussion
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We would like to emphasize that words like family, furniture, clothing are
neither infrequent nor conceptually odd.

However, they may be harder to process from visual stimuli since pictures 
of groups of THINGS or INDIVIDUALS will always be referentially 
ambiguous.

A bias to map to basic level categories (Rosch & Mervis 1975; Rosch et 
al. 1976) may make it more difficult to learn these kinds of nouns 
independently of frequency of items in input.



Conclusions?
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There may be “learning orders” determined not by familiar proposals
like “salience” of input, “syntactic complexity” or “semantic complexity” 
but by constraints on visual processing if visual stimuli are sole source of 
information about “meanings”.



In the near future …
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We will have data on learners’ ability to generalize to novel stimuli.

We will have data on English lexical expressions activated when 
participants were asked simply to describe what they saw while looking at 
videos (= first task of study)
• We hope to see if we can find L1 lexical influences
• We will have something to say about “visual salience”, e.g., when 

INDIVIDUALS or THINGS move, these dynamic actions are salient
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List of target nouns
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List of target nouns
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Semantic Type AGGREGATE INDIVIDUAL SUBSTANCE THING 

Target Words 

clothing 
/æl.bæ.sɛ/ 

child 
/ku.'dæk/ 

snow 
/'bærf/ 

spoon 
/kɑ.'ʃok/ 

furniture 
/væ.sɑ.'jɛl/ 

artist 
/ho.nær.'mænd/ 

wool 
/bɑf.tæ.'ni/ 

chair 
/sæn.dæ.'li/ 

dishes 
/'zo.ruf/ 

shopkeeper 
/kɑ.sɛb/ 

wood 
/tʃub/ 

bowl 
/dʒɑm/ 

cutlery 
/kɑrd.tʃæn.'gɑl/ 

mailman 
/pɛjk/ 

fabric 
/pɑr.'tʃɛ/ 

table 
/miz/ 

fruit 
/mi.'vɛ/ 

adult female 
/zæn/ 

water 
/ɑb/ 

fish 
/mɑ.'hi/ 

family 
/bæs.tɛ.'gɑn/ 

adult male  
/mærd/ 

paper 
/bær.gɛ/ 

pillow 
/mo.tæ.kɑ/ 

 



List of foil nouns
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List of foil nouns

42

Semantic Type AGGREGATE INDIVIDUAL SUBSTANCE THING 

Foil Words 

team 
/jɑr/ 

doctor 
/tɛb/ 

salt 
/næ.mæk/ 

book 
/kɛ.tɑb/ 

garbage 
/zo.bɑ.lɛ/ 

chef 
/sær.ɑʃ.pæz/ 

milk 
/ʃir/ 

car 
/sæ.vɑ.ri/ 

tools 
/æb.zɑr/ 

teacher 
/dæ.bir/ 

shampoo 
/mu/ 

shirt 
/pi.rɑ.hæn/ 

 


